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Abstract
This study is to respond to the urgent demands of both society and times on public schools in regards to training an educated person who can cope with the financial environment of this diversified modern society. Therefore, this study will explain the concept of Financial Consumer Education and its trends of several other countries. By focusing on the current state of Korean Financial Consumer Education, it will call attention to the needs of introducing Financial Consumer Education to the school curriculum in order to educate students about finance systematically. To support our viewpoint, this paper analyzed and organized the materials concerning Financial Consumer Education in two curricula (2007 and 2011 Revised National Curriculum), and in a Practical Arts (Technology Home Economics) textbook of the 2007 revised version. Hence, the purpose of this study is to explore the desired direction and revitalization of Financial Consumer Education by analyzing the existing curricula. Even though the content of finance education begun from one of the subcategories of consumer education called Financial Management, the number of research about financial education through public education has been increased in response to the social and academic consensus. Therefore, we suggest the re-conceptualization of consumer education for financial education is necessary. Therefore, this paper suggests that Financial Consumer education in a Practical Arts (Technology Home Economics) should not be regarded as only one of the components of Consumer Education. Instead, by raising it to the status of Financial Customer Education, it is required to teach the learners to improve their personal financial management skill as well as to help them achieve financial knowledge, skill, and attitude as financial consumer.
(financial-consumer education), ( ) (Practical Arts (Technology Home Economics) curriculum), (financial consumer education) -Students will recognize needs of family resources management and learn how to utilize and manage their time, money, and energy effectively. -Students will recognize causes and effects of family resources management, and learn how to manage their family life in harmony so that they will be able to allocate their family resources proportionably. -Students will recognize causes and problems of various consumption patterns due to the change of the time and life style, and they will build and develop a sustainable consumption culture.
-Money, financial plan, and credit -Financial product, and consumer role -Students will learn family financial plan and management ability, depending on different types of family and life cycle. -Students will learn characteristics of consumer credit and finance products, choose appropriate product for the family financial management, and improve their family financial management ability.
-Students will learn what consumer sovereignty, and consumer problems are, and carry out independent and responsible consumer roles. -By searching for careers associated with 'family resources and consumer,' students will understand various roles and abilities of the careers, and map out their future systematically. -Students will understand characteristics of elderly physical, cognitive, emotional and social development so that they will make a desirable relationship with family and elders. Moreover, students will find individual, economic, and social ways to make their later life happy and independent. -Students will understand the relationship between a healthy family life culture and society to find ways to lead a happy family culture, desirable consumption culture and food, shelter, and clothing life culture with others. Consequently, they will learn how to make a happy family life culture for society. -Students will search careers associated with consumer and family financial planning, and get ready to plan their future systematically by learning financial skills. 
